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Connecting Theme/Enduring Understanding: 
Students will locate Georgia’s regions and major rivers and discuss the impact of geography on 
people’s lives through the theme of location. 
 
Essential Question: 
In what ways are the five regions of Georgia similar and different? 
Where can you locate each river and region on the map? 
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• After students have learned about Georgia’s habitat regions, have them do further research 
to learn about the highlights of each region.  Have students create a “Virtual Tour” 
scrapbook, sharing what they learned. Students could create their own scrapbook using 
Google Slides or the drawing feature in SeeSaw, where they have the option to insert 
images, add text boxes, and add pages. A template can be found here.  (This link will create 
a Force copy. Once you create a new copy, generate your own link to that document, rather 
than sharing this link.) 

• Students should learn that maps can be a valuable research tool.  Have students complete 
the Georgia Geographers: City Search activity on Google Slides or use the slides to create a 
SeeSaw activity. (You could also easily make these slides into a Pear Deck interactive 
presentation to allow students to see one another’s responses.) In this activity, students look 
at a physical map of a fictional place, choose the best location for a new city, and explain 
their reasoning. Then, they compare a Georgia Rivers map with a Georgia Cities map to look 
for commonalities among the locations of Georgia’s major cities. Looking for patterns is also 
an important critical thinking skill that students will practice in this activity.  This link will 
create a force copy of the activity. (Once you create a new copy, generate your own link to 
that document to make a copy for each student, rather than sharing this link.)

 

• To practice informational writing, have students create a digital “Let’s Explore Georgia” travel 
brochure, with one section for each of the Georgia regions. Students can create their own 
templates or use this one in Google Slides. The slides can also be used to create a SeeSaw 
activity or be shared with students using other platforms. The link will create a force copy of 
the activity. (Once you create a new copy, generate your own link to that document to make 
a copy for each student, rather than sharing this link.) 

• To practice persuasive writing, have students create a “Visit Georgia” commercial.  Students 
can use this document as a guide to help them plan their idea and write a script. Flipgrid and 
SeeSaw are both easy-to-use tools that students can use to record commercials. (There are 
also many green screen apps that are simple to use on phones or tablets that students can 
also use if they would like to create a background for their commercial. Green Screen by Do 
Ink is one example.) The link will create a force copy of the activity in Google Docs. (Once 
you create a new copy, generate your own link to that document to make a copy for each 
student, rather than sharing this link.) This activity allows students to practice not only 
writing, but also verbal communication and presentation skills. 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZN4CWBcBINvTi3Ne8ipFJxVRfdmyobd7_jw---jkPPo/copy#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1XQ-GbpwPqudW1-dMmsRhWdtKPPlhKVSp07ZyHyC8vIE/copy#slide=id.ga63f2697db_0_19
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Bdg02wsMJOlVCs5SjTn2CDiQ_VjDSvxl_8sRubvcZn8/copy#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/13cBLAhtaO232GwSY6oMv46nOMeYahDhcGADSILPAM2E/copy#slide=id.ga64c7bb970_0_0
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• To explore narrative and creative writing, have students write a letter from the future.  
Challenge students to take on the role of one of Georgia’s land regions or rivers in the 
FUTURE and write a letter to a character in the PRESENT explaining how people’s good or 
bad habits changed you. This is also a great opportunity to teach students about the 
importance of using consistent verb tense in writing and exploring spelling patterns in past 
tense verbs.

• Having students explore the outcomes of the decisions they make will help them grow as 
evaluative thinkers.  In the “Home Sweet Home” challenge, students will explore how our 
choices as humans affect our own habitat. Display the “Home Sweet Home” property map on 
Google Slides.  Explain to students that each of them has been given a new plot of land with 
a riverfront view. Have them select which plot they’d like to own. (Students enjoy deciding 
who their neighbors will be.) As students choose their numbers, you can add a text box to 
the slide to mark each owner’s property. Then, give students 10-15 minutes to draw what 
they will build on their new piece of property. Stress that since it is their property, they can 
build anything they want—a house, a restaurant, an amusement park, anything!  Encourage 
students to think creatively and elaborate with details. Allow time for each student to share 
their favorite thing on their property. Students can draw on paper and upload their images or 
use a digital drawing tool that gives you the ability to share their work, like on Pear Deck, on 
a SeeSaw journal page, with a Flipgrid image upload, or on their own page of a Jamboard 
file.  Next have students study their images carefully and make a list of anything in their 
pictures that causes pollution.  Review each image and explore how the choices they made 
on their properties affected the river near them and the property of their neighbors.  It is also 
interesting to ask students down river to share how they feel, compared to students who live 
up river.  Ask students to think about what the water in the lake that the river empties into is 
like.  Ask them to think about how their property choices affect the animals that live in the 
river and lake. You can also talk about how the construction of their new properties impacted 
the river and lake. Talk about some of the advantages of having riverfront property and some 
of the activities we enjoy doing in rivers and lakes. See which students capitalized on those 
in their designs. Challenge students to go back to their drawings and think about ways they 
could PREVENT the pollution they caused when they first built on their properties so that we 
can be better protectors of our land and water. Share ideas. 

• Show students this video about what happens to plastic bottles that are thrown away. Have 
students create a mind map that shows the impact of one small choice. Students should start 
by drawing a circle containing a piece of trash (such a snack wrapper, water bottle, or soda 
can) in the middle, then connect their circle to all of the people, places, or things that may be 
affected by the decision to throw away that piece of trash. Students should continue to grow 
their web outward by seeing how the secondary elements in their mind maps are affected. 
Illustrating this series of chain reactions will help students see how one seemingly small 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1AAneYoVlh7fI6PIob9swuv575rj_zyVxHcNTQqo_vRI/copy#slide=id.p
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6xlNyWPpB8
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decision can have a larger impact. 
• Water pollution is a major problem for Georgia’s waterways, especially in highly populated 

regions of the state. Each year, the Georgia Water Coalition publishes a “Georgia’s Dirty 
Dozen Report.”  This lists places with water pollution problems in a call to action effort to get 
people to try to help solve and prevent water problems in specific areas.  Look at the most 
recent report.  Work together with students to plot these locations on a Georgia regions map 
and see which areas of the state are in most danger according to the Dirty Dozen report. 
Then, have students try the Pollution Prevention STEM Challenge.  Students start with a cup 
of dirty water, then use items around their home to create a filter that cleans the water. 
Suggested materials students could try out include different types of fabric, coffee filters, 
cotton balls, paper towels, gravel, sand, and grass. You can use this video to model the 
project for students (but you may want to stop it before the students in the video start 
working to find a solution). Have your students take and post before and after pictures of 
their water to demonstrate the effectiveness of their filtration system.

• In this activity, students will create an edible 3D physical map to show what they know about 
Georgia’s land regions. Have students practice map skills by drawing a large outline of 
Georgia on a paper plate or piece of paper. Challenge them to use foods they have at home 
(or selections from a buffet of options at school) to model and explain what Georgia’s land 
looks like. Some examples to have on hand include Cheez-Its, Fruit Roll-Ups, or Air Heads 
for plains; M&Ms, Captain Crunch cereal, pretzel nuggets or marshmallows for hills; Bugles 
or Pringles for mountains; and Starburst, Reese’s Cups, or Kit Kats for plateaus. Allow 
students to select and interpret the materials any way they want. Challenge them to cut or 
combine materials as needed and make creative use of the materials available. Have 
students complete the Edible Georgia Map graphic organizer and reflection questions to 
explain their choices. 

• Challenge students to use what they have learned about the regions of Georgia to scout a 
location for a new state park in Georgia. They can explore Georgia’s already-existing state 
parks at https://gastateparks.org/Map. Have students complete this graphic organizer to help 
them brainstorm ideas. Building fluency is an important part of the creative thinking process. 
You can help students build creative fluency during brainstorming by having them write down 
ANY idea that comes to mind, without trying to evaluate the ideas. An idea that may at first 
seem impractical may expose the seeds of something great later. Encourage students to 
write and think fast so they can generate a long list of ideas. When students have ideas, 
allow them to work with a partner, if possible, to evaluate which ones would be best to 
include in Georgia’s newest state park. Have students sketch their idea and share the using 
communication tools, such as Flipgrid, SeeSaw, or Google Slides. 

• Encapsulation is the process of stating ideas in a concise form. It requires students to 
synthesize information to capture the essence of an idea, activity, or in today’s example, a 
place. Have your students practice encapsulation by challenging them to design a vanity 

https://gpb.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/ess05.sci.ess.earthsys.waterfilter/earth-water-filter/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bdSsmSbi0jv7IuzgjERqExDdVJzHooQJFmtVkIvLI7A/copy
https://gastateparks.org/Map
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17G02DKThYMfglz3UZFSLgNKPOa_Dnf2DH7hHSY5txmQ/copy#slide=id.p
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license plate that represents one of Georgia’s regions. You might want to show a few 
examples using this game.  Have students create a phrase and background image for the 
license plate. You can find a blank license plate template here. This can be shared with 
students digitally using SeeSaw, Peardeck, or other digital drawing tools. 

• Gifted students are often staunch advocates for social justice, and they need opportunities to 
contribute to causes that are important to them. Show students this video about what 
happens to plastic bottles that are thrown away. Point out to students that sometimes small 
choices we make can have a big impact on the environment. Challenge them to think about 
what they can do to help PREVENT damage to Georgia’s land and water habitats. Have 
students work together in a public service campaign to create a commercial, website, or 
poster that explains why, as responsible citizens of Georgia, we should do our part to 
prevent littering. (See Critical Thinking, Bullet 2 for an additional activity that can be done 
using this same video.) Being involved in projects like these help gifted students develop a 
positive self-efficacy or a belief in their own abilities to succeed, such as being an agent of 
change in their communities. 

• Many gifted students show an aptitude for leadership at a young age and naturally want to 
solve problems. This unit provides a great opportunity to teach students to be mindful of their 
surroundings and be responsible for doing their part to take care of them. Opportunities to 
explore their connection to the world around them help gifted students (even young ones!) 
learn how to take the deep concerns they may have about societal problems and put them to 
action. 

https://www.maine.gov/sos/kids/games/vpgame
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1bY5lj5Q7Lm4J9bnnkr7VxSxus8S_pXH8FF-j_IcQ_3I/copy#slide=id.p
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6xlNyWPpB8

